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As a fascinating branch of the emerging network science, the mission of the epidemic dynamics on networks is to understand how objects spread in networks and thereby to work out cost-effective strategy for restraining undesirable objects or promoting desirable objects. This special issue contains ten excellent papers about this subject.

The basic function of the epidemic dynamics is to assess the risk of infectious diseases. J. Liu proposed an epidemic model with curing delay and explored its Hopf bifurcation properties. M. De la Sen et al. modeled the propagation of Ebola disease, determining the key factors affecting the global behavior of the model.

Another important role of the epidemic dynamics is to estimate the destructive effect of digital viruses. Z. Zhang et al. suggested a computer virus spreading model with two time delays (the curing delay and the vaccinating delay) and showed the possibility of a Hopf bifurcation. C. Gan et al. established and studied a digital virus model with nonlinear infection rates and external infection sources and developed a dynamic virus-inhibiting strategy. Q. Zhu and C. Cen presented an epidemic model in which different hosts in a network have separate security levels. Based on a novel individual-level virus-countermeasure interacting model, X. Zhang and C. Gan discussed the issue of how to optimally distribute countermeasures in a network. Based on an individual-level disruptive virus spreading model, J. Bi et al. developed a cost-effective dynamic strategy of restraining disruptive viruses.

An interesting application of the epidemic dynamics is to forecast the risk of attacks and the efficiency of security policies. Based on a new epidemic model and aiming at maximizing the utility of the entire system, Q. Shi et al. designed a cost-effective static detection strategy for defending against internal cyberattacks.

The epidemic dynamics can also be used to explore the way that opinions diffuse in social networks. Under an individual-level opinion spreading model, A. Lu uncovered the influence of the network structure on the converging time of opinion spreading.

For any undesirable transmissible object, the spectral radius minimization problem (SRMP) turns out to be crucial to contain its rampancy in a network. Y. Wu et al. studied the SRMP for a class of regular networks and obtained some results that would be instructive in developing heuristic algorithms for the SRMP.
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